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Abstract: Due to light wind and stable atmosphere, which leads to meandering of pollutants plume downwind,
large concentration levels are detected. The present study investigates this phenomena which occurs
frequently and cause air pollution episodes. The study introduces an analytical treatment for computing the
highest possible ground level ambient air concentration of a pollutant released from an elevated point source.
The  present approach  is based on conventional Gaussian plume model with suitable modification for the
cross-wind dispersion parameter, which takes the low wind conditions into consideration. The present modeling
derived mathematical formulations for the downwind distance x , wind speed u  and effective stack heightmax max

H(h  + h) at which the maximum concentration  occurs.s max
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INTRODUCTION wind conditions has been performed Lagrangian

The dispersion modeling of a pollutant released from boundary conditions for the ground surface. Moreira et al.
a continues point source into the atmosphere during weak investigated the problem of dispersion of contaminants
wind conditions is very important, since the pollutant, in released from ground level source in low wind conditions
such conditions, is not able to travel far and the areas by formulating a steady-state mathematical model taking
around the source is highly affected and greatly polluted. into  account   the   diffusion   in   cross-wind  direction

In such low wind conditions, the observed pollutant (in y-direction). Physically, it is clear that for the case of
concentration distribution has a relatively large lateral high wind speed (usually in the x-direction) the diffusion
spread and multiple peaks . Such an irregular behavior of in cross-wind direction is neglected compared to transport
the pollutant cloud is because of lack of homogeneity and of pollutants by the strong wind in the x-direction.
stationarity in the dispersion process under low wind In an attempt to introduce the effect of meandering
conditions. plume due to low wind conditions and based on

Wind speed equal or less than 2m/s is generally fluctuating Gaussian plume model, American Regulatory
condisded to be low. This condition is of frequent Guide proposed a corrected value of the horizontal
occurrence at many sites, particularly in tropical and dispersion coefficient  which is termed .
subtropical regions (eg. Egypt) and have a great potential In the present work, we investigate the problem of
for pollutant episodes. In Gaussian plume model, when modeling  pollutant  dispersion  in  low  wind situation.
the mean wind speed u goes under 2m/s, the pollutant We adopted the proposal of American Regulatory Guide,
concentration  tends  to go  high, because the wind speed to estimate the highest ground level concentration of a
appears in the denominator. pollutants due to an elevated point source. The

Several models have been developed to describe widespread Gaussian plume model for power law forms of
dispersion  process  under low wind conditions. Sharan the dispersion coefficient is used. The wind speed at
and Yadav used a model including streamwise diffusion which the heightens concentration occurs is also
and variable eddy diffusivities. The concept of the evaluated. Hence the highest concentration value of
Lagrangian particle model has been adopted to take pollutant and its location on the ground have been
meandering of the pollutant cloud into account. An obtained. Finally, we apply the present work on three
attempt to simulate ground level concentration in low experimental data which are collected from [1] and [6].

dispersion model with random time steps and realistic
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Mathematical Treatment: The ground level Gaussian
model of the concentration for an elevated source in the
form [5]: (6)

(1)

describes the relationship between the centerline ground so, we o btain: 
level concentration , source emission rate Q, effective
height H, downwind speed u and the lateral and vertical (7)
dispersion coefficients  and . The dispersiony z

coefficients determine how much the plume is dispersed  substituting from equations and in equation , we obtain:
and spread out in cross-wind direction y and in the
vertical direction z as it is transported by the effect of the (8)
wind u in the x-direction. and atmospheric thermal stability
conditions (i.e. stability class). It is convenient to let [6].

 = ax (2) (5) with respect to u and let:y
b

 = cx (3) (9)z
d

where the coefficients a,b,c and d depend on atmospheric so:
stability class. Under low wind conditions, it is evident
that the plume will not be straight plume in downwind (10)
direction, instead, it will meander in cross-wind direction
(y-direction). Hence, the average plume is frequently where,
spread over 180° to as much as 360°.

In this respect, U.S. NRC 1979 [5] proposed a (11)
corrected value of the horizontal cross-wind dispersion
coefficient  which is termed y(x) to compensate for the h  is the stack height and B is empirical factor.y

plume meander. The corrected formula y is proposed as: Substituting from equations and in equation to find the

(4)

where the empirical factor M varies from unity at wind
speeds greater than 6m/s to as much as 6 for stability
class G conditions at wind speed u  2m/s. in low wind.

These corrected values will be considered in our
present treatment and are used in the widespread
conventional Gaussian model to estimate ground level (12)
concentration due to meandering plume in low wind where the effective height is defined from
conditions.

First Case (x  800): Substituting from equation into
equation, we get:

(5)

differentiating equation with respect to x, we obtain:

to get x , let: max

to get the maximum wind velocity, differentiating equation

s

maximum concentration, we get: 

(13)
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Second Case (x > 800): The concentration is given by: 

(14)

 where: 

 = 5  (800) +  (x) (15)y y y

To get the maximum concentration in this case, we
differentiate equation with respect to x and equating the
result to zero, we get:

(16)

where , which reduces to: 

(17)

On substituting equation , we get: 

(18)

The distance x  at which the maximummax

concentration occurs can be evaluated by solving
equation numerically, since an exact analytical is difficult
to be found.

Applications: The present mathematical treatment is easy
to apply to the practical pollution dispersion problems.

In order to evaluate the empirical parameter B
(equation (11)), the heighest concentration values max

(equation (12)), the position on which this maximum
occurs x  (equation (8)) and the relevant maximum windmax

velocity u  (equation (10)), the present obtainedmax

mathematical formulae are applied on other models results
[6] and [1].

Table 1 contains stack height, plume rise,effective
height, maximum down distance,maximum effective height,
maximum wind speed and maximum concentration in case
of x > 800.

Table 2 consists of maximum down distance,maximum
effective height, maximum wind speed and maximum
concentration in case of x > 800.

Table 1: Calculated model for three data for x > 800 
Run. h h H x u Hs max max max max

1 43 11.67 54.67 903.17 1.878 65.36 9.7 ×10 6

2 43 16.15 59.15 1015.83 1.67 68.11 1.0310 6

Table 2: calculated model for three data for x > 800
Run. x u Hmax max max max

1 1319 1.3 75.26 1.4×10 6

2 1471 1.2 78.7 1.6×10 6

3 2208.3 0.25 110.7 4.5×10 6

Our applications are in stable and unstable stability
classes, we found that there are different values for B for
each run, but in U.S.NRC 1979, there was one value
(unity) for B and in neutral class stability, so, we found
that the value of downwind distance x greater than 800. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In case of low wind conditions the highest ground
level concentration due to an elevated point source is
obtained from Gaussian plume model. The maximum wind
speed, maximum effective height, the down-wind distance
at which these values occur are derived. The simplicity of
the mathematical formulae obtained can be a fruitful
technique  in  dispersion  problems  for  low wind states.
In view of the mathematical formula of the ground level
concentration, it is realized that the lateral dispersion
(represented mathematical by ) appears to be enhancedy

in weak wind condition relative to prediction based only
on the dispersive capabilities of turbulent mixing. In this
respect, we adopt in our present work the correction
proposed by (U.S. NRC [5]) to compensate for the
meandering plume in low wind case, in which we use a
corrected value of the horizontal dispersion parameter )y

which take the symbol ). The downwind distance rangey

for which this correction is valid was divided into two
regions (x  800 and x > 800). However, it must be noticed
that the dispersion parameters in their power law forms
utilized  here  are  valid  for  wide  range of wind velocity.
In this respect and through our results of calculations we
concluded that it is suggestive to re-examine the division
of the x-range and recommend its extension to take the
formula:

(19)

The mathematical formulae derived here have been
validated  using  samples  of  data (both meteorological
and site characteristics) from other models calculations
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performed  on  the  Egyptian Nuclear Research Reactor. 4. Cirillo, M.C. and A.A. Poli, 1992. Intercomparsion of
We realize that more validation studies are needed with semi empirical diffusion models under low wind
different diastases, particularly, for the weak wind speed, stable conditions. Atmos. Environ., 26A: 766.
condition. 5. Enkeleida, Lushia and John M. Stockie, 2010. An

Also, in view of the mathematical formula of the inverse Gaussian plume approach for estimating
Gaussian distribution for the ground level concentration, atmospheric pollutant emissions from multiple point
it is clear that the wind speed appears through two terms sources. Atmos. Environ., 44: 1097-1107.
having opposite effects. The first:  which means that 6. Essa, K., S. Etman and M. Embaby, 2003. Air

the lighter the wind the larger is  (equation(2)). This
physical mathematical concept is taken into account
throughout our present treatment and we consider the low
wind will be associated with high pollutant concentration.
The second, when u appears in the exponential term,
which indicates that the lighter the wind the smaller is .

This contradiction needs more investigations and
further research work in these directions is in progress
and extension.
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